
Run no:- 1614, 16 January 2013 

Hare:- Nick ‘Leg Iron’ Z 
Location:- Sukhumvit Soi 14 

Scribe:-  

For this writer, the ‘socialization window’ phase of Run # 1614 began even before reaching the 

parking lot venue where the Harriettes were gathering. I became involved in a fateful, coincidental 

mess – a syzygy, whereby a loose domino from the set that fell apart in my suitcase found its way into 

the toe of the running shoe that I would be using at this week’s run. 

If that weren’t enough, the shoelace of the above mentioned running shoe suddenly shredded, meaning 

I could not get the bloody thing off, and so the said domino – a 6 / blank – might have to remain in my 

shoe for the whole run. I needed a knife to cut the shoelace, and fast; but dear me, Puerto Ricans seem 

to be everywhere, but where are they when you need them? 

As it turned out, though, one of visitors to the January 16 run was indeed a ‘Portojo.’ Of all the luck! 

But this quickly turned sour when ‘Carlos,’ who also answers to a Spanish name – not even a Hash 

name – which translates into ‘Sweet Dick,’ sheepishly admitted that although Puerto Rican, he was 

not, in fact, carrying a blade. “Some Portojo,” I thought, “can’t even dress himself properly.” 

As it turned out, the required knife was supplied by the ever so serviceable Leg Iron, who regaled us 

with his knowledge of just about everything. The subject of knives brought out a story of seeing a poor 

devil sliced to ribbons by a Burmese policeman. Meeting Sweet Dick brought out an epistle on the 

dicey state of Puerto Rican highways. Hill tribes in Kashmir; commercial fishing off the Devonshire 

coast; the superiority of vaginal sex over every other kind: just ask the Leg Iron. 

Armed with this information, I wandered into the pre-hash circle and zeroed in on what I thought were 

two lesbians, the coquettish Mongolian Crutch from Taiwan and girlfriend, Mali, a local girl. 

Although I didn’t see a sign of a monocle on either, I knew they were indeed a couple because they 

were standing next to each other, chatting frantically, instead of lavishing attention on the magnificent 

male specimens of the Harriettes, who were beginning to arrive at the circle. 

“We are NOT Lesbians,” MC protested. “We both have husbands and boyfriends.” Now, that was one 

impressive revelation. All that servicing, in addition to running one or more HHH’s? They must be 

EXHAUSTED. Although I had serious doubts still, short of checking the Harriettes’ handbags for 

dildos, there was no way of determining who was actually whom. 

Moving on, I stumbled on Sky King, a Ugandan, wearing an Entebbe Hash T-shirt, and undoubtedly 

one of the tallest members of any Hash, at an unbelievable 6’7”. Not surprisingly, this Hasher 

effortlessly ran the required loop and stumbled in first. I did think about grilling him about the 

Ugandan effort to wipe out same-sexism in his country by prescribing the death penalty for getting the 

wrong blowjob – but a stern look from bystanders, plus the guy’s height made me think again. 

I next cohabited with the no-nonsense Malini; (no sign of a dildo or monocle here) who asked me to 

write this week’s run report, as she casually dispensed beer. Taking a swig of the stuff, I nearly 

choked. It WAS my favorite Thai beer – Beer Singh – but it was the tasteless Singha LITE beer! “Why 

are the Harriettes serving this pussy beer,” I fumed, but a look around the group made me wonder no 

more: 

A shirtless male Hasher who was performing pre-run ablutions provided the answer: the average 

Bangkok HHHer, whether male or female, obviously has a physique that should be COMPLETELY 

covered up. You certainly wouldn’t want to be responsible for adding yet more calories to already 

sorry figures. And you certainly wouldn’t want them drunker. 

Next on my list was the lovely and ageless No-meat, Linda, minus her meaty counterpart, Neil, who I 

understand does in fact consume animalism. She graciously took my 200 baht, and explained that the 

On-on (which of course she would not be attending, along with the circle, which she also now 

foregoes) would include some vegetarian options, besides the big bowl of white rice that usually 

constitutes the vegetarian meal that I typically pay 200 baht for. I thought about asking No-meat why 



she boycotts the apres-Hash festivities, but she was blushing so intensely that sunscreen was 

everywhere, she might just die of embarrassment. 

The run finally started, beginning with the crossing of a pedestrian bridge over the highway that 

separates Queen Sirikit Park and from the rest of the city. It was a sweet little city run, through sois 

densely packed with foodstalls and snack vendors, dodging motorcycles and frustrated drivers, past 

filthy klongs and mangy street dogs, following chalk or paper that was often totally imaginary. 

As always when doing city runs, the locals take an active interest in the proceedings and were ever 

helpful with providing information, such as which way do we go? “Did you see a group crazy farangs 

run by here,” I asked a passing ladyboy. “They no crazy,” the subject protested “they enjoy!” As 

always in Thailand, sanuk, rather than love or logic, conquers all. 

In the end, the trail led into hopeless oblivion as the pack went off paper and got hopelessly lost. The 

runner I was paired with for most of the run, a statuesque woman who I can only refer to here as 

‘Dutch Treat,’ (though she is actually from Denmark) and I finally gave up in bewilderment, and 

followed short-cutter Big Robert (he also has a totally forgettable Hash name which is difficult to 

pronounce) back to the beer truck and circle. 

Once there, Khunying Kim, the Grandmistress, took expert control of the group and with motherly 

kindness, urged the group to shut the f*ck up and participate in the proceedings. Tits of the week was 

awarded to our PR visitor, Carlos, aka Sweet Dick, who seemed to clearly enjoy the attention. 

The On-on was held in one of our more unusual venues. The restaurant was packed chock-a-bloc with 

mostly farangs, meaning the food was probably actually good. I really wouldn’t know, as I couldn’t 

eat most of it, and even if I could, I was, as usual, so tipsy that most of the remaining evening would 

be blacked out. 

In the end, like most Hashers, I found myself home in my bed, with absolutely no recollection how I 

got there, and little memory of the entire evening. One thing that this did tell me, though, was that it 

was a good run. 

 


